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INTRODUCTION
The Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea received approval for a Community Development
grant scope of work as part of the Executive Order (EO) 418 program in the spring of 2003.
The Interagency Work Group (IAWG) responsible for administering the grant and
reviewing the scope includes the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs (EOEA),
Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD),
Massachusetts Department of Economic Development (DED), and the Massachusetts
Executive Office of Transportation and Construction (EOTC). The administrating regional
planning agency (RPA) responsible for facilitating the work and reviewing all products is
the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC). Work performed under the contract was
performed by agents of the Town including members of the Planning Board and the
Conservation Administrator. Private consultants included in the scope of work include the
Horsley Witten Group (HW, formerly Horsley & Witten, Inc.) and MS Transportation.
The scope approved by the IAWG includes five overall tasks with several deliverables
under each task. Each task contains a written component as well as maps that illustrate the
planning process performed in each task. The five tasks include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open Space and Resource Protection;
Housing;
Economic Development;
Transportation; and
Final Plan Development.

Manchester-by-the-Sea provided significant opportunity for public participation in the
EO418 Community Development Plan process. Several meetings were also held between
the consultants and various town departments and agencies during the course of the project.
Public and other internal meetings included the following:
1. An Economic Development and Traffic Forum was hosted by the Planning Board;
2. A Conservation Workshop was held to identify areas of conservation interest;
3. Six Planning Board meetings were used to place various EO418 items on the public
agenda;
4. Individual meetings and phone conferences were held with members of the Police
Department, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Committee, the Manchester Housing
Authority, and the Planning Board;
5. A final public meeting was attended by representatives from the Department of
Public Works, the Planning Board, the Manchester Housing Authority, and the
Conservation Commission.
The outcome of these meetings and the research and analyses performed by the consultants
is presented in this Community Development Plan. Although the scope of work specified
the number and content of the maps to be produced over the course of the project, in some
cases individual maps required in the scope were divided into more than one deliverable.
Manchester-by-the-Sea EO418
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This division was performed at the discretion of the consultant in order to accommodate the
wealth of data requested in the scope of work while keeping the maps readable. The maps
were produced at a scale of 24 x 36 and should be viewed at that scale for optimal
readability, with the exception of the final Community Development map, which was
produced at a scale of 36 x 48 to accommodate all the necessary information. Under the
guidance of MAPC, the maps and report text were converted to Adobe® PDF format for
the final deliverable. This format is very flexible and will allow the reader to scale either
the text or the maps to the appropriate extent as necessary.
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1. Open Space and Resource Protection

1.0

OPEN SPACE AND RESOURCE PROTECTION

Open space and resource protection have historically been a high priority in Manchesterby-the-Sea. With regard to protected open space, the community has a significant amount
of area under various levels of protection including areas acquired by the Town, areas with
conservation restrictions on both public and private land, and state owned lands. Further
protective measures are implemented through the local wetland bylaw which heightens
development restrictions relative to flood plains, wetland buffers and vernal pools. The
scope of work developed under the EO418 program was designed to build upon the
previous buildout analysis developed by EOEA and to complement recent efforts toward
updating the existing Open Space Plan for Manchester-by-the-Sea. To achieve these
objectives, a step-by-step mapping approach was developed which:
1) Updates the Open Space inventory performed for the EOEA buildout analysis using
information from the local Conservation Commission;
2) Identifies developable land using a combination of existing GIS data, restrictions in
local zoning, and aerial photography;
3) Converting developable open space to future land use using existing zoning; and
4) Prioritizing areas for future open space acquisition.
Public input into the Open Space and Resource Protection component was solicited through
a public forum and continued discussion through three regularly scheduled Planning Board
meetings. The Conservation Commission held a final workshop in June, 2004 to finalize
the selection of Areas of Conservation Interest.
1.1

Mapping Existing Conditions: Open Space and Zoning

HW developed a series of maps to both enhance the community’s understanding of existing
conditions and forecast future development based on existing zoning. Existing zoning,
which includes drinking water protection overlays, is depicted in Map 1A (attached). Land
use data available from MassGIS and through the 1999 EOEA buildout analysis were used
as the basis for this exercise and were updated with the most recent Open Space maps
available from the Manchester-by-the-Sea Conservation Commission. As requested in the
scope of work, land use codes provided by MassGIS were consolidated into more general
codes for the purposes of this report and are displayed in Map 1B (attached). Land use
code consolidations were provided by the MAPC GIS department. Land use data were
downloaded from MassGIS and represent information that was current as of 1999.
1.2

Isolating Developable Lands

Once open space was fully inventoried in the community, areas that are not susceptible to
development were systematically removed using the GIS. Areas that cannot be developed
were considered “absolute constraints” and are summarized in Table 1. These constraints
represent actual physical features, such as wetlands or ponds, or regulated areas that have
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severe restrictions due to either local or state regulations such as velocity zones or
permanently protected open space.
Table 1.

Data used as Absolute Constraints on Development in Existing
Undeveloped Areas of Manchester-by-the-Sea

Constraint
Existing Wetlands
50-foot Wetland Buffer
100-foot Stream Buffer
Velocity Zone
Permanently Protected Open Space

Data Source
MassGIS 1:5,000 wetlands datalayer
Automated buffering of MassGIS
wetlands datalayer
Automated buffering of MassGIS 1:5,000 streams
datalayer
MassGIS FEMA flood zone mapping
Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea Open Space
Mapping—Conservation Commission

HW “clipped” the aggregate area of the datalayers summarized in Table 1 from the full
open space area depicted in Map 1B. The remaining open space was then examined and
further deletions were performed based on three criteria. First, any “slivers” of land area
that remained after cutting away absolute constraints were removed. These areas were
oddly shaped remnants of the GIS “cutting” process and far too small to be considered
developable land. Second, isolated areas that could never have adequate frontage or that
were a fraction of the minimum lot size within local zoning were also deleted. Third, to
account for more recent development, HW examined the undeveloped areas from the 1999
land use coverage against 2001 high-resolution aerial photography. Where development
had occurred between 1999 and 2001, these areas were removed from the open space base
map.
Using the local zoning overlays (Map 1A), developable open space in Manchester-by-theSea converted to the applicable future land use. This revised depiction of the Town at
buildout is depicted in Map 1C (attached).
1.3

Developing a Land Use Suitability Map

The future land use map (Map 1C) developed in this task allowed local officials to
visualize which areas of Town might be developed with certain uses in the future. The
purpose of this exercise was to raise awareness and guide decision makers toward
prioritizing areas for open space protection. Limitations of the developable land coverages
were discussed at length with local agents and it was acknowledged that many of the areas
shown as “developable” are, in fact, marginal lands with significant areas of ledge and
steep slopes. Other areas are difficult to access or are subject to stringent use regulations
under existing local public water supply protection.
As further guidance for the community, two “Natural Resources” maps were developed to
show the relationship between existing open space and potentially critical resource areas.
Manchester-by-the-Sea EO418
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These maps, Map 2A and Map 2B, are attached to the report and contain the following
information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program (NHESP) Estimated and Priority
Habitat for Rare and Endangered Species;
Coastal Flood Zones;
Wetlands and Surface Water Bodies;
Certified Vernal Pools;
Anadromous Fish Runs;
Permanently Protected Open Space;
Watershed Divides; and
Public Water Supply Resources for both Surface and Groundwater Supply.

Examining developable land with these spatial overlays allowed Town agents to consider
those developable areas that are adjacent to or within sensitive resources such as habitat
areas or drinking water protection overlays.
HW also provided a map of “partial constraints” to show those areas of open space that are
subject to more stringent permitting requirements either from the local or state level. In
some cases, the partial constraints mapped by HW extended the resource buffers used as
absolute constraints in the earlier stages of the exercise (Table 1). For example, where the
50-foot buffer around a wetland resource represented an absolute constraint on
development, the area from 50 to 100 feet around the resource area was depicted as a
partial constraint on development. The same approach was used for stream buffering as the
buffer area from 100 to 200 feet was mapped as a partial constraint. Once these partial
constraints were mapped over the developable land areas, municipal agents were able to
identify those areas most “vulnerable” to development under the current regulatory
framework.
1.4

Land Use Changes Proposed by the Community

The developable land coverages created in the open space land use analysis were reviewed
over the course of several Planning Board meetings and in a public workshop sponsored by
the Conservation Commission to isolate areas of conservation interest. After careful
consideration of existing zoning and resource protection priorities, five general areas were
identified and are shown in Map 3 (attached) as hatched areas over future development.
These areas were chosen using four specific criteria:
1. Where NHESP has identified rare wildlife habitat (Map 2A), these areas are
considered high priority for local protection beyond what is currently
provided through state regulations.
2. Where existing trail networks have been well established over time through
active recreation, Manchester-by-the-Sea sees these areas as integral to local
Manchester-by-the-Sea EO418
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quality of life and would like to see them protected as low-impact recreation
areas to the greatest extent possible.
3. Where existing conservation holdings are fragmented by privately held
undeveloped land, Manchester-by-the-Sea would like to provide open space
continuity by either acquiring these private lands or negotiating conservation
restrictions.
4. In the case of the existing country club, should the owner decide to sell the
existing golf course and adjacent lands, the conservation commission would
like to be involved in discussions regarding the future of this area. This
parcel represents a potentially significant addition to the local tax base and
any conservation measures should be developed with input from the Board
of Selectmen.
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2. Housing Element

2.0

HOUSING ELEMENT

The Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea faces the challenge of an extremely aggressive
housing market, a problem facing many communities across the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. Located approximately 25 miles north of Boston, this small community is
home to a significant population of long-standing residents and is simultaneously attracting
urban professionals and retirees to purchase property in a seaside community rich in
traditional New England character. Despite the recent economic slow-down, housing
prices in Manchester-by-the-Sea have continued to rise consistently from one year to the
next. As of 2002, the median price for a home in Manchester-by-the-Sea was $488,000
(MAPC, 2002).
This median household price, however, lies in notable contrast to the latest reported
municipal median household income of $73,467 (U.S. Census, 2000). Residents at the
reported median income level can only be expected to purchase a home for approximately
$184,000, based on standard U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
affordability guidelines (or 2.5 times total household income). The discrepancy between
what the housing market will bear in Manchester-by-the-Sea and what can be considered
“affordable” for residents looking to purchase a home has created a challenging housing
situation within the community. The following report looks closely at the existing housing
situation in an effort to identify target populations in need of housing and to lay the
groundwork for developing strategies toward satisfying these needs. The basic structure of
the analysis examines housing supply, housing demand, and the resulting needs of the
community when supply and demand are compared.
2.1

Housing Supply

Housing in Manchester-by-the-Sea primarily consists of single-family detached units with
a moderate supply of multi-family dwellings. As of the 2000 U.S. Census report, there
were 2,327 total housing units in Manchester-by-the-Sea, which represents only a 12-unit
increase from the previous decade. These numbers suggest that many of the building
permits issued in Manchester-by-the-Sea are for replacement of existing units. Since the
reporting of the Census 2000 statistics, Manchester-by-the-Sea has issued a typical number
of building permits relative to housing development trends through the 1990’s.
Specifically, in 2001 and 2002, a total of 16 single-family and no multi-family units were
permitted for new construction.
Recent data queries performed by the Manchester-by-the-Sea Assessor’s Office show a
total of 2,429 living units in the Town (Table 2). These numbers include the 21-unit
Summer Street Development recently developed through the Chapter 40B Comprehensive
Permit Application process. The housing units for the community include the following
breakdown:
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Table 2.

Existing Housing Supply in Manchester-by-the-Sea

Housing Type
Single Family
Condominium
Two-Family
Three-Family
Multi-House Property
Apartments
Senior Housing
Mixed Use Living Space
Total

Number of Units
1,500
129
234
74
143
111
88
129
2,429

A survey of recent building permits confirms that there is a low but steady demand for
single-family units, while construction of multi-family units is sporadic and sometimes
non-existent for an entire year (Figure 1).
2.1.1

Existing Occupancy Data

Census data from 1990 report the total number of occupied units in Manchester-by-the-Sea
as 2,110, which represents an occupancy rate of 91%. Of these occupied units, 1,397 were
owner-occupied, with the remaining 713 units occupied by renters. Census 2000 data
report an increase in owner-occupied units to 1,535 and a decrease in rental units to 633
(DHCD, 2002). These numbers add to a total of 2,168 occupied units, resulting in a 93%
occupancy rate. Of the 2,429 total units in Manchester-by-the-Sea as of 2003, 62 units are
seasonally occupied (personal communication with Assessor’s Office). This number
represents over a 24% decrease from the value reported by IEP in 1988.
It should be noted that seasonally occupied homes are not considered seasonal from a
structural standpoint. In other words, seasonally occupied homes in Manchester-by-theSea are assumed to be equipped for year-round occupancy and are therefore included in
calculations of the overall year-round housing stock.
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Figure 1. Building Permit Trends Manchester-by-the-Sea
Source: Manchester Building Department, 2003
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2.1.2

Cost of Home Purchase

The history of housing price increases in Manchester-by-the-Sea is a familiar story across
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Whether the national economy has soared or
slowed, housing prices have continued to rise with surprising consistency
(http://rers.thewarrengroup.com/townstats/results.asp). In coastal areas with a strong
aesthetic and historic appeal like Manchester-by-the-Sea, housing prices have shown an
even stronger response to the demands of wealthy consumers. In 1980, the median house
price was $120,000 (IEP, 1988). By 1990, the median price had increased to $225,000
(U.S. Census, 1990) and, within another 10 years, the median selling price had risen to
$382,500 (http://rers.thewarrengroup.com/townstats/results.asp). Table 3 shows the
median selling prices from 1980 through 2002, and demonstrates a continued significant
increase in price. Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of housing prices over the entire stock
as reported by the U.S. Census 2000.
Table 3.

Data for Median House Price in Manchester-by-the-Sea
Median Home
Selling Price
$120,000
$225,000
$382,500
$488,000

Year
1980
1990
2000
2002

Rate of Annual
Increase*
6.5%
6.0%
6.6%

*Calculated as a cumulative annual average from 1980

2.1.3

Cost for Rental Units

The rental situation in Manchester-by-the-Sea is difficult to fully assess, as it is with many
communities, due to the presence of non-conforming apartments (personal communication
Manchester Housing Authority). As a result, data gathered for the number of rental units
and associated rental rates are generally incomplete. However, the available data are
sufficient to develop an understanding of the market.
In 1980, the median rental rate in Manchester-by-the-Sea was $302 per month (IEP, 1988)
and in 1990 rose to $763 per month. Census 2000 data show that rental rates were in the
broad range of $150 to over $2,000 (Figure 3). The median reported rate from this 2000
data set was $780. This represents only a 2.2% increase from 1990 and suggests that
reporting for this most recent set of Census data does not accurately represent existing
market conditions. Discussions with realtors in the area confirm that a two-bedroom
apartment will likely rent for between $1,200 and $1,500.
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Figure 2. Distribution of Housing Prices in Manchester-by-the-Sea
Source: U.S. Census, 2000
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Figure 3. Rental Unit Price Distribution for Manchester-by-the-Sea
(Source: U.S. Census 2000)
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2.1.4

Subsidized Affordable Units

As of the issuance of Census 2000 data, Manchester-by-the-Sea had supplied 84 units of
subsidized affordable housing. These units included 80 elderly housing units and four units
supplied under State Chapter 705 assistance (family units). Recently, a project submitted
as a Comprehensive Permit Application under Chapter 40B was approved in the downtown
area of Manchester-by-the-Sea. Within this development, 17 affordable rental units were
provided, four of which are Section 8 housing. These 17 units are completed and can
therefore be counted in the current stock of subsidized housing within the community. Five
subsidized units set aside for first-time homebuyers have also been approved for
construction in a future phase of this development.
Overall, Manchester-by-the-Sea can take credit for 106 units of affordable housing (units at
or below affordable levels for households making 80% of the community median
household income). This number represents 4.4% of the statutory threshold set by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts under Chapter 40B legislation. The number of additional
affordable subsidized homes required to meet the 10% benchmark required by the
Commonwealth is therefore 151.
2.2

HOUSING DEMAND

2.2.1

Population

Local changes in the population can obviously have a significant impact on housing
demand. If population increases, the demand for owner-occupied units will also increase
and vice versa. On the other hand, the price of housing within a community can heavily
influence population trends. The strength of the housing market in Manchester-by-the-Sea
may indeed have played a role in recent population trends, and may continue to do so into
the future.
Earlier projections performed in the 1980’s suggested that the population in Manchesterby-the-Sea would continue to grow slowly through the early 1990’s (IEP, 1988). In fact, a
comparison of the IEP study and MAPC data show that the population in Manchester-bythe-Sea has experienced a notable decline from 1987 to1990, from 5,660 to 5,286 (a 6.6%
decline). The decrease in population continued at a slow pace through the 1990’s with
MAPC reporting 5,228 in 2000. MAPC future population projections show further
decreases through 2005 and 2010 (Table 4).
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Table 4.

Existing Population Data and Population Projections for
Manchester-by-the-Sea
Year
1990
2000
2005
2010
2015
2020

Reported/Estimated Population
5,286
5,228
4,840
4,656
4,386
3,981

Source: http://www.mapc.org/data_gis/data%20files/BaselinePopulationForecasts.pdf

2.2.2

Number of People per Household

Along with population trends within the community, trends in the number of individuals
per household can be used to forecast housing needs, and show the effects of housing
prices on a community. Housing data from 1980 (IEP, 1988) show that the average
number of people per household was 2.7. The study also cited predictions of decreasing
numbers per household, with projected numbers as low as 2.5 for 1992. Since then, actual
data have shown that the number of people per household in Manchester-by-the-Sea is less
than these predicted levels. By 1990, the number had dropped to 2.2 and, by the year 2000
it had dropped further to 2.15. MAPC predictions estimate the average household density
in 2005 will be 2.13.
This downward trend in the number of people per household in Manchester-by-the-Sea
could be attributed to a variety of factors. One reason could be an increase in the number
of single-person households. Other reasons could include the difficulties of affording
housing in the existing price range while supporting a family. Housing markets priced well
beyond the median can draw either families with two incomes and no children or retirees,
since both groups do not have dependents to support. These dual-income couples with no
children still influence the market for larger homes since “bedrooms” can provide excellent
space for home offices, exercise rooms, or other ancillary uses.
2.2.3

Age Composition

Trends in the age composition of Manchester-by-the-Sea are presented graphically in
Figure 4. It is important to note that these data reflect the age for the “head of household”
and not every individual within the community. This bar graph shows actual Census data
from 1990 and 2000, and the projected age distribution into 2005 (U.S. Census 2000). The
most definitive trends within these data are for the age groups 25-44 and 55-64. These data
show that the only consistent increase in population over the 15-year period is in the 55-64
age bracket. More notably, the age distribution shows that a consistent and more dramatic
decrease in the age groups from 25-44 has occurred and will probably continue to occur
into 2005.
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Figure 4. Historic and Predicted Age Distribution for Manchester-by-the-Sea
(Source: U.S. Census 2000/MAPC, 2000)
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2.2.4

Household Income and Income Distribution

The income levels within a community are one of the most influential factors when
assessing the values of existing housing stock. Historically in Manchester-by-the-Sea, the
median income level had risen from $26,648 in 1980 to $52,806 in 1990. This increase in
the median household income represents a 98% increase over ten years. From 1990, the
median income level for the community rose to $73,467 as reported by the U.S. Census, a
39% increase from 1990. Figure 5 shows the distribution of income within Manchester-bythe-Sea as reported by the last three decennial Census results. Figure 6 shows how these
incomes are distributed across different age groups within the community.
Housing affordability in the Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea is of particular concern for
those households with income levels well below the median community level. In
particular, state guidelines have identified “moderate” income households as those making
between 50% and 80% of the median income. “Low” income households are those that
make below 50% of the median community income. The median household income level
for the town is $73,467. This establishes the maximum moderate income at $58,774, and
the maximum low-income level at $36,734. The data used to develop Figure 5 show that
an estimated 17% of Manchester-by-the-Sea’s existing population would qualify for
“moderately priced” homes, and an additional 25% would qualify for what is considered
“low-income” housing.
2.2.5

First-time Home Buyers

A closer look at the income and age distribution reveals the challenges faced by “firsttime” home buyers within the community. These buyers are best represented by two
reported Census age groups: 25-34 and 35-44 (Figure 7). The income data representing
potential first-time home buyers show that the majority of individuals in the older category
of 35-44 make close to or over the median income.
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Figure 5. Income Distribution for Manchester-by-the-Sea
(Source: U.S. Census Decennial Data)
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Figure 6. Manchester-by-the-Sea Household Income by Age Group
Source: U.S. Census 2000
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Figure 7. Manchester-by-the-Sea Household Income for First Time Homebuyers
(Source: U.S. Census 2000)
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2.2.6

Housing Assistance Income Guidelines

The Manchester Housing Authority uses regional housing income guidelines to determine
eligibility for certain housing assistance (Table 5). Assistance levels vary depending on
funding sources and can change from one project to the next. Currently, the waiting lists
for subsidized housing within the community do not include households with more than
five people. The following households must have an income below the listed values in
order to qualify for specific housing assistance programs:
Table 5.

Housing Assistance Income Guidelines for Different Programs
HUD Guidelines for
Ownership

Number of Persons per
Household
1
2
3
4
5

80% of Gross Annual Income
$46,300
$52,950
$59,550
$66,150
$71,450

State Assistance for Elderly
and Disabled Housing
Less than 60% of Gross
Median Income
$40,800
$46,650
$52,500
$58,300
$63,000

Source: Personal communication, Manchester Housing Authority/DHCD

2.2.7

Poverty-Level Households

The federal guidelines for poverty level households are displayed in Table 6. These
guidelines are statistical estimates of those household incomes that will face the greatest
financial challenges when attempting to find suitable housing.
Table 6.

Federal Poverty Level Income Guidelines (2000)
Poverty Guideline
(annual income)
$8,350
$11,250
$14,150
$17,050
$19,950
$22,850
$25,750
$28,650

Number of Persons per Household
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services web site.

In Manchester-by-the-Sea, the data developed for the U.S. Census 2000 show that 249
households fell below the poverty guidelines within the community. Of that number, 116
households (or 47%) fell below half the guideline income, and 86% of the household age
groups were above 45 years old.
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2.3

Housing Need

Based on the data for housing supply and housing needs discussed above, it is possible to
identify specific housing needs within the community of Manchester-by-the-Sea. Three
ways to assess the needs within the community include:
1. Examining the gap between existing housing stock and the state-level 10% statutory
threshold;
2. Examining the buying power of the overall population against the price of the
existing housing stock (the affordability gap); and
3. Comparing the demographics of the affordable housing waiting lists with building
trends and future development opportunities.
2.3.1

The Affordable Housing Gap—The Chapter 40B 10% Threshold

Under Chapter 40B legislation, developers can submit an Application for a Comprehensive
Permit to the Zoning Board of Appeals (ZBA). Comprehensive Permit Applications must
provide a minimum of 25% of proposed units as subsidized. Once this threshold is met,
local approval or denial falls exclusively to the ZBA, who can solicit input from any town
agency or hire the services of professional review consultants at the developer’s expense.
The ZBA can deny any proposal without appeal if one or more of the following three
conditions exist: 1) the town has met the required 10% subsidized housing quota; 2) sites
used for subsidized housing account for 1.5% of all developable land within areas zoned
for residential, commercial or industrial uses; or 3) an application(s) would result in the
development of subsidized housing on more than 3% of the zoned land, or ten acres,
whichever is greater, in a single calendar year. Aside from these three conditions, the ZBA
can attempt to deny these submittals for reasons of public heath and safety or for violations
of state-level environmental regulations.
If the ZBA denies an Application for a Comprehensive Permit, and the Town has not
provided at least 10% of its housing stock as affordable, the applicant may appeal the
decision to the state-level Housing Appeals Committee (HAC). These appeals have
historically favored developers and indicate that municipalities should rely on their own
initiatives for developing affordable housing, rather than mandates issued by the
Commonwealth.
The number of subsidized Chapter 40B housing units that Manchester-by-the-Sea can take
credit for is 106. This represents 4.4% percent of existing units. As a result, 151 units of
additional affordable housing would be required to close the gap between this existing
percentage and the required 10%. As is the case with many communities within the
Commonwealth, this qualifies Manchester-by-the-Sea for the submittal of Comprehensive
Permit Applications. In the hands of a responsible developer, a Chapter 40B submittal
could provide high quality affordable housing that suits both the needs and community
character of Manchester-by-the-Sea. However, Manchester-by-the-Sea could also be
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subjected to housing densities, site designs, and architectural standards that do not suit the
community but enjoy the zoning relief provided under state legislation.
The trends in building permits graphed in Figure 1 demonstrate a low but steady demand
for single-family detached units and a sporadic demand for multi-family units. This
housing demographic is the result, in part, of demands for housing within the established
community character. As a classic small New England seaside town, Manchester-by-theSea has not historically provided significant opportunities for large-scale multi-unit
development. The resulting community character is one of Manchester-by-the-Sea’s most
appealing qualities and is something that should be closely managed by local planning
agencies. Reliance on Chapter 40B to provide affordable housing within a community is
therefore risky. Developers with little regard for local community character may find
opportunities to construct large-scale housing developments that are inconsistent with
community needs beyond providing affordable units. The history of development under
this legislation should serve as an incentive for any community to take ownership of the
issue to the greatest extent possible and provide levels of housing that allow them to
manage the process on their own terms.
2.3.2

The Affordability Gap—“Buying Power” and Housing Costs

One accepted method for comparing incomes to housing prices is to calculate the
affordability gap for a community. The first step in calculating this value is to take the
latest figure for median house price, which in Manchester-by-the-Sea is $488,000, and
divide it by 2.5. This division assumes that no more than 2.5 times a household income
should be used for housing according to HUD guidelines. For Manchester-by-the-Sea, the
resulting number is $195,200. The next step in the calculation involves subtracting the
existing median household income ($73,467) from the value that represents the income
suited to the existing median house price ($195,200). The resulting affordability gap for
Manchester-by-the-Sea is $121,733. This number represents the gap between the actual
median income, and what the median income would need to be in order to satisfy the
demands of the existing housing market.
To refine the affordability gap analysis that uses the HUD income multiplier of 2.5, H&W
performed an analysis of housing prices as they relate to the monthly incomes of first-time
home buyers. Monthly incomes for housing prices were determined for prices at and below
the community median. Total monthly payments calculated for this study incorporate the
following factors:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Different levels of down payment;
An assumed interest rate;
The term of the loan;
Homeowner insurance;
Private Mortgage Insurance (PMI); and
Assumed utility costs.

These monthly payments were then compared to a standard percentage of monthly income
to assess their affordability (Table 6). For the purposes of these analyses, it is assumed that
the total monthly payment associated with housing should not exceed 30% of a household
income. Assumptions regarding PMI and interest rates were developed through extensive
Internet research and personal communication with mortgage brokers.
Once the total annual income was calculated for each purchase scenario, these “suitable
income” values were divided into the housing price to calculate the income-to-price ratio.
For example, the suitable household income for buying a median priced home with a down
payment of 10% is approximately $132,000. This income level can be divided into the
median home price 3.7 times. These ratios increase in response to higher down payments,
demonstrating that buyers can expect to afford more on a monthly basis in response to
increased down payments. The average ratio of income to price was 3.6. This value is
significantly higher than the conservative multiplier of 2.5 provided in HUD guidelines and
demonstrates an increase in consumer capacity in times when interest rates are low.
The incomes suitable for these housing prices shown in Table 7 were compared with actual
monthly household incomes in the community to determine a more refined affordability
gap (Table 8). Although these gaps are significantly lower than the value calculated using
HUD guidelines ($121,733), they still demonstrate a significant gap between what the
market in Manchester-by-the-Sea demands and what the existing population can provide.
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Table 7.

Estimated Monthly Payments for First-Time Home Buyers

PMI

Total
Estimated
Monthly
Payment*

Suitable
Gross
Annual
Income

Income to
Price
Ratio

30
30
30

$300
$190
-

$3,580
$3,300
$2,850

$143,200
$132,000
$114,000

3.4
3.7
4.3

6.25%
6.0%
6.0%

30
30
30

$240
$150
-

$2,960
$2,710
$2,360

$118,400
$108,400
$94,400

3.3
3.6
4.1

6.25%
6.0%
6.0%

30
30
30

$150
$100
-

$1,980
$1,800
$1,570

$79,200
$72,000
$62,800

3.1
3.4
3.9

Average

3.6

Interest
Rate

Loan
Term
(years)

Median House
Price ($488K)
5% ($24.4K)
10% ($48.8K)
20% ($97.6K)

6.25%
6.0%
6.0%

80% of the
Median
($390.4K)
5% ($19.5K)
10% ($39.0K)
20% ($78.1K)
50% of the
Median
($244K)
5% ($12.2K)
10% ($24.4K)
20% ($48.8K)

Down Payment

* Monthly insurance rates for the three home prices are estimated at $100, $80, and $50, respectively. Each
household payment includes $200 per month for utilities. Property taxes were averaged over a monthly
period and were based on the 2002 tax rate of $8.38 per $1,000 of assessed value. Current assessed value was
assumed to be 85% of the market value based on personal communication with the Assessor’s Department.
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Table 8.

Comparison of Suitable Incomes Calculated on a Monthly Basis with
Existing Incomes of First-Time Homebuyers

Median House Price
($488,000)
5% down payment
10% down payment
20% down payment
80% of the Median Price
($390,400)
5% down payment
10% down payment
20% down payment
50% of the Median Price
($244,000)
5% down payment
10% down payment
20% down payment

Suitable Income

Existing Income*

Income Gap

$143,200
$132,000
$114,000

$73,573

$69,627
$58,427
$40,427

$118,400
$108,400
$94,400

$58,858

$59,542
$49,542
$35,542

$79,200
$72,000
$62,800

$36,787

$42,413
$35,213
$26,013

*Calculations are based on the average median income for the age groups 25-34 and 35-44.

The third approach used by HW to analyzing the discrepancy between the existing incomes
and the housing market is a graphical approach that considers a wide range of incomes.
The comparison is based upon the existing income profile within the community (Figure 5)
and the existing housing cost profile (Figure 2). This comparison is performed by first
multiplying income levels by 3.6 to represent what the existing population can reasonably
afford. This multiplier was developed in the affordability gap calculations summarized in
Table 6. Second, these prices were graphed against the prices of the existing housing stock
(Figure 8). Overlaying these two bar graphs can both identify imbalances between the
existing population and the housing market, and provide an indication of probable future
population demographics if the market continues in its present course.
The data used in this exercise were limited to those housing prices that are accessible to
residents with incomes up to 150% of the median as specified in the scope of work. The
focus group for this study lies below this income level. Housing prices above this level are
accessible only to an estimated 15% of the existing population.
Figure 8 shows that there is a significant portion of the existing population that could only
afford housing below the median price. The figure also shows that a small percentage of
the housing stock exists within this level of affordability. On the other hand, as the price of
housing stock increases beyond the median level, the percentage of existing stock begins to
significantly exceed the percentage of existing population that could afford these homes.
These two observations suggest an imbalance between the financial demographic of the
population living in the community and that of prospective homebuyers within the
community. Furthermore, the chart shows that for higher priced homes, the volume of
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existing housing stock begins to significantly exceed the number of existing households
that could afford these homes.
This discrepancy further indicates that the demographic of prospective homebuyers is
significantly different from the existing population from the perspective of household
income.
The data developed and displayed in these affordability gap analyses suggest a continuing
shift in the population demographics of Manchester-by-the-Sea based on existing trends in
housing prices. Specifically, the surge in housing prices beyond the means of those people
earning the median household income indicates that many younger families will be “priced
out” of the community. This demographic change is supported by the demographic
projections developed by MAPC. A review of the MAPC population projections as they
relate to different age groups (Figure 4) showed that a consistent and significant decrease in
age groups between 25 and 44 occurred between 1990 and 2000. Further, these data
suggested that there would be continued increases in the population of people between the
ages of 55 and 64. Coupled with the expected decrease in people per household, dropping
to 2.13 by 2005, these demographic indicators collectively suggest that Manchester-by-theSea will develop a significant population of “empty nesters” in the coming years.
With regard to rental housing, the median rental rate reported by the U.S. Census was $720.
Adding $200 in utilities to this monthly cost results in a required gross annual income of
$36,000. In discussing potential rental rates for two-bedroom apartments with local
realtors, however, it was revealed that renters can expect to pay between $1,200 and $1,500
for these units. With associated utilities, the annual income suitable for these rents falls
between $56,000 and $68,000. The low-income population of Manchester-by-the-Sea,
making less than $36,734 per household, cannot expect a reasonable percentage of rental
units to fall within their budget. The moderate-level income population, making between
$36,734 and $58,774, will also have difficulty finding rental housing within their financial
means.
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2.3.3

The Affordable Housing Waiting List

The Manchester Housing Authority currently keeps two affordable housing waiting lists,
one for elderly housing and one for family units. The elderly housing waiting list contains
96 households, 94 of which have a single person head of household. The family unit
waiting list is comprised of 68 households. Thirteen of these households are comprised of
married couples with children, two households have dual single women with children, and
the remaining households are single-parent head of households (males and females) with
children.
The total number of households on waiting lists for affordable housing (164 units) exceeds
the number required to meet the state statutory threshold by 13 units. This observation
suggests that providing housing for those households on the waiting list will not only meet
the needs of the community, but will exceed the mandate issued under state legislation.
The volume of households on the waiting list for subsidized senior housing exceeds the
existing stock of subsidized units by 16 units. With the projected decreases in the over-65
senior population (Figure 4), the demand for subsidized senior housing may decrease in the
coming years.
2.4

Conclusions
1) The housing market in Manchester-by-the-Sea is apparently not sensitive to
national or regional economic trends and continues to drive housing costs. Current
prices are inaccessible to most of the existing population. In all cases, the three
affordability gap analyses performed for this study indicate that most of the existing
housing stock prices are significantly out of reach of the existing population. This
phenomenon will continue to drive economic and demographic development within
the community. Expected trends could include increased numbers of “empty nest”
housing and higher levels of retirement home purchasing.
2) The data provided by the U.S. Census for rental units is generally incomplete due to
the significant presence of illegal apartments in the community. Discussions with
realtors suggest that the existing market is generally not suitable for people of lowor moderate-income levels.
3) Due to the level of housing required to meet the state level 10% threshold for
affordable housing, Manchester-by-the-Sea is open to development proposals
submitted under Chapter 40B legislation. These proposals can circumvent local
review standards and could pose a threat to the community character that has made
Manchester-by-the-Sea so attractive.
4) The numbers of households on both the elderly/disabled waiting list and the
standard family waiting list suggests that the Town has an opportunity to promote
diversity within individual affordable housing developments. Developments that
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encourage a mixed age demographic are more versatile over time when compared
with senior housing developments or apartment complexes designed exclusively for
families.
5) Occupancy rates demonstrate that the housing market is very competitive within the
existing stock of housing. Manchester-by-the-Sea should therefore look closely at
undeveloped areas and select those areas they feel could be marketed to developers
of affordable housing.
6) First-time homebuyers between the ages of 25-34 will have difficulty finding
reasonably priced housing in Manchester-by-the-Sea. Young families in this
age/income bracket will generally have to look to other communities for a first-time
home purchase.
7) The age demographic for the number of households beneath the poverty line in
Manchester-by-the-Sea suggests there will be a continued demand for affordable
elderly housing in the coming years. With a significant percentage of these age
groups being between 45-64, this community can expect to see a steady demand for
low income elderly housing for at least the next decade.
8) The trend in building permits issued suggests a steady demand in detached singlefamily homes and a sporadic demand for multi-family housing. Furthermore,
according to U.S. Census data, the increased development of new units within the
town has been slow. As a result, Manchester-by-the-Sea cannot rely on the existing
trends in building to satisfy either the 10% subsidized affordable housing threshold
or the demand created by the affordable housing waiting lists.
9) A comparison of the existing populations capacity to afford housing and the current
price of the housing stock (Figure 8) demonstrates that households below the
community median income are underserved. Manchester-by-the-Sea should
therefore expand its discussion of providing affordable housing beyond the
conventional approach of considering households at or below 80% of the median
household income.
2.5

Housing Goals Statement

The Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea used the housing analysis prepared by HW and the
discussions held in public meetings to develop a Housing Goals Statement. The Planning
Board has adopted these goals and objectives in principal in an effort to facilitate the
development of housing for low, moderate and middle income households within the
community.
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GOAL STATEMENT
The Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea desires to adopt a housing plan which seeks to reverse
the current housing trends which have caused it to be below the recommended level of 10%
of affordable housing under state regulation Chapter 40B. The Town recognizes that the
present lack of affordably-priced homes and rental units, for both lower income and middle
income families, is a threat to the healthy, diversified, and heterogeneous make-up of the
Town. Manchester therefore will encourage the creation of new housing units which will
be available on an affordable basis.
Therefore Manchester seeks to encourage and facilitate the development of adequate
housing that is affordable for all levels of income and all ages, within the community, while
preserving its historic character. To reach these goals Manchester-by-the-Sea will pursue
the following:
OBJECTIVES
1. Explore changes to the Zoning By-law that would provide incentives for maintaining
housing and rental prices at affordable levels.
2. Explore an Affordable Housing By-law which offers zoning and permitting incentives
for projects which the Town views as being appropriate in terms of building unit type
and location within the community, and which meets criteria required for special permit
approval.
3. Encourage the development of mixed-use areas that incorporate affordable rental units.
4. Explore requiring subdivisions beyond a certain size to incorporate a percentage of
affordable units in perpetuity.
5. Set long-term affordable housing goals to reach 10%.
6. Identify areas of the Town appropriate for different types of affordable housing (e.g.
rental, elderly, etc.).
7. Assess the potential for Planned Unit Development within the Town.
8. Consider, if the Community Preservation Act is adopted, using a portion of the
resulting funding to achieve these goals.
9. Create a study committee to explore various funding mechanisms, including tax
incentives, abatements and life estate donations, home improvement loans to landlords
(Moderate rehab programs), newly announced financing initiatives from the State, and
other means for the development of affordable housing.
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The goals and strategies developed by Manchester-by-the-Sea carefully consider the
geographic and spatial constraints present in the community. Compared with other
municipalities in the Metropolitan area, Manchester-by-the-Sea has a small amount of
developable land and the potential for larger subdivisions is small. Very little, if any of the
undeveloped lands would be well suited to large-scale development of affordable housing.
With that in mind, the Town has acknowledged that gains in the affordable housing stock
will generally be piecemeal in nature and will require creative approaches that incorporate
inclusionary zoning on a small scale. These approaches will rely equally, if not more, on
areas of existing development.
HW reviewed the Zoning Bylaw for Manchester-by-the-Sea to determine if there are any
opportunities to incorporate inclusionary language into existing language. One specific
area already designed to provide flexibility within existing districts was identified that
could potentially provide the basis for inclusionary zoning measures. Specifically, where
the construction of multi-unit housing is allowed by right in the General Business zones,
the Town could consider requiring a portion of rental or sales prices to be affordable to
families of low, moderate or middle income. This approach use either a fixed number of
units, a percentage of units or some combination of those approaches to develop a
minimum level of affordable units in these situations.
In a similar approach, Manchester-by-the-Sea has expressed interest in pursuing a more
standard inclusionary zoning approach whereby new subdivision applications could be
required to include a specific level of housing. The actual level required under zoning
would be determined through careful consideration how large new subdivision are likely to
be and the amount of applications expected until residential areas are built out. The most
common approach is to require a minimum percentage of lots to be affordable with a fixed
minimum number. For example, zoning codes could require that subdivision proposing
more than three lots shall require that the greater of 20% or one lot be subsidized affordable
housing. The level of affordability can also be used to scale the minimum amount of
required affordable housing. For example, if affordable housing for low income
households is a higher priority in the community, the required percentage within a
subdivision could decrease if the affordable component is restricted to low-income
households.
Another creative incremental measure that has been used elsewhere in the Commonwealth
involves using funds created by the Community Preservation Act to purchase deed
restrictions on individual homes throughout the community. These purchases could restrict
property resale values to affordable levels while protecting the financial interests of the
current owner. Although the Community Preservation Act has not been adopted by
Manchester-by-the-Sea, educating the citizenry regarding the potential utility for increasing
the stock of affordable housing could sway enough voters to eventually lead to adoption.
Furthermore, the Town would not be restricted to funds generated under the Community
Preservation Act. Appropriating a portion of any public or private funding that becomes
available could be considered for the purchase of deed restrictions.
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These recommendations were provided as preliminary planning suggestions for the Town’s
consideration and do not represent implementation measures to which the Planning Board
has committed itself to in any official capacity. Depending on where these measures would
be applied, a wide range of income levels would be served.
By considering both undeveloped areas and potential infill opportunities, the Town has
taken a “zoning based” approach that maximizes the potential applicability of housing
development strategies. The zoning map provided as Map 1A (Zoning Map) therefore
provides the best base map when considering potential housing opportunities throughout
the community. This map has been reproduced with the strategies developed by the
community and the potential implementation measures identified by HW in Map 4
(attached).
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3. Economic Profile

3.0

ECONOMIC PROFILE

The strength of a town’s economy can be measured with a wide variety of indicators. For
example, many communities depend largely upon the industries and businesses located
within and immediately surrounding its boundaries to provide jobs and significant levels of
tax revenue. Successful businesses provide employment opportunities, needed services,
contribute to the tax base, and impact the community in numerous tangible and intangible
ways. Regardless of which indicators are used to assess economic health, economic
development is a central planning issue for every municipality. Most communities
appreciate the importance of a thriving business sector, whether striving to accelerate
growth in order to derive its benefits or working to limit growth to prevent its costs.
Manchester by-the-Sea is a unique town for many reasons, not the least of which is its
economic strength, as evidenced by a comparatively high income level for many residents.
Median household income is $73,278 per year (U.S. Census 2000), well above the state
median of $50,502 (U.S. Census 2000). Most workers are employed in professional
occupations either close to home or farther away in the metropolitan Boston area. For
Manchester, planning for economic development requires creative thought geared towards
sustaining the currently high quality of life enjoyed by most of its residents while
simultaneously providing greater opportunities for residents requiring more affordable
housing. It is important to make Manchester livable for a wider income and age range for
many reasons, not the least of which is that a town’s vitality is at least in part based on its
diversity. Without the energy and inputs of young entrepreneurs and the wisdom and
expertise of retired professionals, a town’s socioeconomic and intellectual foundation is
severely handicapped.
Following is a brief report of Manchester’s economic statistical profile. These data are
intended to provide a starting point for a more in-depth analysis of the economy of
Manchester-by-the-Sea, and of its potential issues and future economic development needs.
These needs can then be addressed through the creation of a strategic economic
development plan for the town, which should be compatible with the goals and objectives
established in the Manchester Master Policy Plan. Manchester-by-the-Sea used the data
provided in the statistical profile as the basis for developing surveys and discussions held at
an Economic Development and Traffic Forum held in February, 2004. Public input
generated by these two media was used in subsequent discussions at regularly scheduled
Planning Board meetings where the Economic Opportunities Map was finalized.
3.1

Economic Data for Manchester-by-the-Sea

This report provides a profile of the economic characteristics of Manchester, including the
labor force, employment and unemployment rates, employers, types of businesses in town,
places of and means of travel to work, employee characteristics, recent growth tends,
workforce, average wage by sector, business zoning, and municipal tax base. The statistics
and analyses provided here are based on the most recent available data from the 2000 U.S.
Census of Population, the 1997 U.S. Economic Census, the Massachusetts Division of
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Employment and Training (DET), the Massachusetts Alliance for Economic Development,
the Federal Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the Massachusetts Department of Housing
and Community Development (DHCD), the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC),
and the Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea1.
3.1.1

Labor Force and Employment

As shown in Table 9 below, in 2000 there was an average of 3,004 people in the labor force
in Manchester (calculated from DET monthly data) in comparison to 2,899 in 1990
(Massachusetts Division of Employment and Training; Web address:
(http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm). Figure 9 demonstrates that Manchester’s unemployment
rate declined steadily from its peak at 7.4% in March of 1991 to a low point of 1.1% in
August of 2000, before climbing again through 2002 and well into 2003. However, very
recently unemployment rates have begun to drop again, a phenomenon that is probably due
in part to the improving national economy. In 2003, Manchester was tied for the 56th
lowest unemployment rate out of 351 towns in the state at 3.3%. This figure is
significantly lower than the state average of 5.3% (Massachusetts Division of Employment
and Training Web address: (http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm). Analysis of Figure 10 shows
that Manchester’s unemployment rate has fluctuated but was consistently lower than both
state and national rates for both 2002 and 2003.
According to DET data, in 1999 a total of 234 business establishments in Manchester
employed 1,561 persons with an average annual wage of $32,047 (Massachusetts Division
of Employment and Training; Web address: http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm). Table 9
indicates that Manchester’s labor force (number of civilian people aged 16 and over
available for work) for the same year numbered 3,041 people (ibid.), with 2,985 of those
people employed somewhere in or out of town. These numbers indicate that Manchester
has a low unemployment rate (only 56 people were unemployed in 1999 with an
unemployment rate of 1.85%) but Manchester business establishments provide only about
half the number of jobs needed to keep Manchester residents employed in town. Therefore,
at least half of Manchester’s residents were seeking employment outside town boundaries.2
This pattern is consistent for the years 1990-2001.
In 2000, the number of business establishments in Manchester was 233, employing a total
of 1,584 persons – nearly identical to the previous year but with a dramatic increase in the
annual wage of 18.7 %, to $38,030 (DET). Up until that time, there had been a

1

According to Ed Kaznocha, DET, unemployment statistics for Massachusetts will be revised for years 20002003 on February 27, 2004 and unemployment statistics for towns will be revised on March 4, 2004. For
exact figures, DET statisticshould be reexamined after this date to check for possible alterations.
2
These 1,561 jobs could be filled by residents or non-residents and includes people who hold multiple jobs;
Since this ES-202 data is supplied by employers and not residents, all jobs for which social security is paid
and taxes reported are included in this number. Place of residence and number of jobs for workers are not
considered.
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Figure 9: Manchester-by-the-Sea Monthly Unemployment Rates 1990-2003
(Source: DET, 2003 http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm)
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Figure 10: Comparative Monthly Unemployment Rates 2002-2003 (Local, State and
National)
(Source: DET, 2003 http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm)
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steady growth trend in the number of business establishments over last 15 years with 171 in
1985 growing to 233 in 2000, an average annual increase of 2.1%.
In 2001, figures declined somewhat, possibly due to the national economic recession, to
224 establishments employing 1,501 people at an average annual wage of $37,077
(Massachusetts Division of Employment and Training; Web address:
(http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm). Figure 11 illustrates the overall increase in the number
of Manchester business establishments since 1985, with slight declines immediately
following economic downturns in 1991/1992, 1997 and 2001.
Table 9.

Average Annual Labor Force and Unemployment in Manchester,
1990-2002

Year

Total
Labor
Force

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

2,899
2,853
2,877
2,886
2,905
2,830
2,868
2,984
3,016
3,041
3,004
3,048
3,202

Number
Employed
by place of
residence3
2,792
2,685
2,706
2,757
2,808
2,747
2,792
2,902
2,955
2,985
2,967
2,976
NA

Number
Employed by
place of
employment4
1,266
1,227
1,236
1,261
1,249
1,352
1,395
1,418
1,521
1,561
1,584
1,501
N/A

Number
Unemployed

Unemployment
Rate

107
168
171
129
97
83
76
82
61
56
46
74
118

(%)
3.68
5.86
5.93
4.46
3.34
2.94
2.65
2.73
2.01
1.85
1.48
2.36
3.69

State
Unemployment
Rate
(%)
6.0
9.1
8.6
6.9
6.0
5.4
4.3
4.0
3.3
3.2
2.6
3.7
NA

Source: Massachusetts DET, http://www.detma.org/lmi/local/Manchest.html

Note: Changes in labor market area definitions occurred in 1990 and changes in
methodology occurred in 1987, so data obtained prior to these years are not comparable to
the more recent data.
In every year since 1985, the highest number of jobs in Manchester-by-the-Sea has
consistently been in the service industry, followed by trade, and then government. This
approaches but does not match employment patterns in the state, which have a larger
percentage (approximately two thirds) in Trade and Service professions. Tables 10 and 11
provide employment figures for the years 1985 to 2002 with slightly varying parameters of
analysis.
3

Number employed by place of residence; workers live in town but may work in or out of town; DET data.
Number employed by place of employment; workers may live in or out of town; ES-202 data; personal
communications with Ed Kaznocha, DET

4
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Figure 11: Number of Business Establishments in Manchester-by-the-Sea
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(Source: DET, 2003 http://www.detma.org/lmi/local/Manchest.html)

Table 10. Industry of Employment by Gender for Manchester-by-the-Sea Residents
Industry
Total of all
Industries
Agriculture,
forestry, fishing and
hunting, and mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and
warehousing, and
utilities
Information
Finance, insurance,
real estate and
rental and leasing
Professional,
scientific,
management,
administrative, and
waste management
services
Educational, health
and social service
Arts, entertainment,
recreation,
accommodation and
food services
Other services
(except public
administration)
Public
Administration

Male
Employees

Female
Employees

Total
Employees

Percent of
Total

1,434

1,189

2,623

100

8

0

8

0.3

83
159
142
92

7
82
39
104

90
241
181
196

3.4
9.2
6.9
7.5

42

0

42

1.6

60

52

112

4.3

266

51

371

14.1

373

228

601

22.9

89

466

555

21.2

57

50

107

4.1

11

67

78

3.0

52

43

95

3.6

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000
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Table 11. Employment by Industry in Manchester 20025
Description

Total, All Industries
Goods-Producing
Domain
Natural Resources and
Mining
Agriculture, Forestry,
Fishing & Hunting
Construction
Service-Providing
Domain
Trade, Transportation
and Utilities
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Information
Financial Activities
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate and Rental
and Leasing
Professional and
Business Services
Professional and
Technical Services
Administrative and
Waste Services
Education and Health
Services
Educational Services
Health Care and
Social Assistance
Leisure and Hospitality
Arts, Entertainment,
and Recreation
Accommodation and
Food Services
Other Services

Number of
Establishments

2002 Average
Monthly
Employment

Average
Weekly
Wages

237

1,630

$715
($37,180 annually6)

26

148

$809

6

9

$1,006

6

9

$1,006

16

113

$788

211

1,482

$705

42

300

$771

17
21
5
23
15

91
187
8
75
54

$1,228
$541
$710
$952
$1,076

8

20

$622

57

188

$1,146

39

88

$1,560

18

100

$784

17

388

$729

4

285

$755

13

102

$657

20

348

$438

7

231

$545

13

117

$228

42

109

$366

Source: Massachusetts DET (personal communication with Ed Kaznocha)
5
6

DET, 2001.
Calculation performed by Horsley & Witten based on weekly figure provided by DET.
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As of the 2000 U.S. Census, 23% of Manchester’s labor force was employed in
professional, scientific, management, administrative, and waste management services jobs.
Another 21% was employed in educational, health and social services professions.
Finance, insurance, real estate and rental/leasing occupations were ranked third at 14%.
Notable observations include:
•
•
•

•

the relatively low number of wholesale and retail trade workers;
the significant percentage of white-collar professions;
the high numbers of males working in:
o manufacturing
o wholesale trade
o finance, insurance, real estate and rental and leasing
o professional, scientific, management, administrative, and waste
management services
the high numbers of females working in:
o educational, health and social services
o arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation and food services
o other services (except public administration)

According to the DET data presented in Table 11 above, the average weekly wage in 2002
for all industries in Manchester was $715. When multiplied over a 52-week work year, the
average annual per capita salary was approximately $37,180. Highest wages were in
Professional and Technical Services ($1,560/week), followed by Wholesale Trade
($1,228/week) and then by Finance and Insurance ($1,076/week). However, out of the
average monthly total employment of 1,496 jobs, these top three wage sectors provide only
217, or 14.5%, of the jobs. The remaining sectors, representing 1,279, or 85% of the jobs
in Manchester, had significantly lower average wages, namely between $228/week
($11,856/year) for Accommodation and Food Services, and $1,006/week for Agriculture,
Forestry, Fishing and Hunting ($52,312/year).
Average annual wages in Manchester grew from $14,813 in 1985 to $37,077 in 2001
(Massachusetts Division of Employment and Training; Web address:
(http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm) representing an average annual increase of approximately
5.9% over the 16-year period (Figure 12). According to U.S. Census 2000 data, 1999 per
capita income for Manchester residents was $30,877 ($593/week). The 2002 average
income figure for all industries was $37,180/year ($715/week) reported by DET. This
amounts to an approximate average annual wage increase of 6.4% over these three years.
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Figure 12: Average Annual Wages for Manchester-by-the-Sea
(Source: DET, 2003 http://www.detma.org/lmi/local/Manchest.html)
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3.1.2

Major employers in Manchester

The major employers summarized in Table 12, were initially identified by Mike Costello of
the Cape Ann Chamber of Commerce. The actual current number of employees was
verified through direct personal communication with each employer, though some numbers
may fluctuate seasonally and some numbers are approximations. The ten Manchester-bythe-Sea employers researched for this summary provide 678 jobs, approximately 21% of
the total 2002 labor force of 3,202 people.
Table 12. Major Employers in Manchester
Employer Name
Manchester Athletic Club
Essex Country Club
Town of Manchester
Manchester –Essex Regional High
School
Crosby’s Market
Manchester Memorial
Manchester Marine
The Landing at 7 Central
Scott Oil
Crockers Boatyard
Cricket Press
Dunkin Donuts
Allen’s Pharmacy

3.1.3

Number Employed as of February 2004
108
103 (53 year round/50 seasonal)
987
95
84
62
43
358
25
25
23
12
109

Income and Real Estate Taxes

Per capita income for Manchester-by-the-Sea residents in 1999 was $30,877 (U.S. Census
Bureau, Census 2000). Median household income in 1999 was $73,467 with a wide
disparity between homeowners ($91,626) and renters ($34,861) (U.S. Census Bureau,
Census 2000 and Massachusetts Division of Employment and Training; Web address:
(http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm). The overall median household income is significantly
higher when compared to the 1999 state median household income of $50,502 and the
national median household income of $41,994. Median real estate taxes in Manchester in
1999 were $3,686 (U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000). In fiscal year 2002, the average
single-family tax bill in Manchester was $5,799 (Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Department of Revenue; Web address: (http://www.dls.state.ma.us/dor2.htm)

7

Includes full and part-time employees but no seasonal employees unless indicated.
The Landing at 7 Central is currently closed and undergoing renovations but, according to its current owner,
will open in spring with 35 employees.
9
Approximate number provided by employee. This number may be verified by contacting owner.
8
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3.1.4

Places of Work

According to U.S. Census 2000 data, a significant percentage of Manchester-by-the-Sea
residents worked at home (6.7%). Of the 2,569 total workers over 16 years old, 407 (16%)
commuted between 60 and 89 minutes to work (U.S. Census 2000), presumably to
employment in metropolitan Boston. However, it should also be noted that a total of 492
people (19%) commute less than 10 minutes (U.S. Census Bureaus, Census 2000 and
personal communication with Ed Kaznocha, DET). Only eighty-two people (3%) traveled
greater than or equal to 90 minutes (Ibid). Average travel time for all commuters was 31.8
minutes (personal communication with Ed Kaznocha, DET). Table 13 shows travel times
to work for Manchester’s labor force.
Table 13. Travel Time to Work for Manchester-by-the-Sea Labor Force
Travel Time to Work
Total
Worked at home
Less than 5 minutes
5-9 minutes
10-14 minutes
15-19 minutes
20-24 minutes
25-29 minutes
30-34 minutes
35-39 minutes
40-44 minutes
45-59 minutes
60-89 minutes
90 or more minutes

Number of Workers
2,569
172
116
376
180
357
265
73
129
75
98
239
407
82

Source: U.S. Census 2000 and DET (personal communication with Ed Kaznocha)

Analysis of Figure 3 shows that the majority of workers travel less than 25 minutes to work
while a fair number also travel longer distances requiring about a 1-1.5 hour drive.
Relatively few workers travel between those extremes.
3.1.5

Means of Travel to Work

In 1999, roughly 2,114 people, 77% of all workers in Manchester, drove to work (personal
communication with Ed Kaznocha, DET). Of workers traveling less than 30 minutes, none
used public transportation (U.S. Census 2000). For all commuters, only 136 (5.7%) used
public transportation, exclusively rail. These commuters were likely traveling into Boston
and other nearby destinations using the Newburyport/Rockport Line (U.S. Census Bureau,
Census 2000). One hundred eighteen people, just under 5% of the work force, walk to
work. Notable observations that can be drawn from these data include the heavy
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dependence upon automobile travel, the low use of public transportation within town, and
the significant percentage of people that can walk to work.
3.1.6

Work Destinations

According to U.S. Census 2000, and figures for 1999 supplied by Ed Kaznocha of DET,
out of the 2,569 people in the Manchester work force, 772 people live and work in the
Town. Table 14 is based on the relatively high number of commuters traveling to work in
these towns. Beverly is the only town listed that directly abuts Manchester.
Table 14. Most Significant Work Destinations for Manchester Residents
Work Destination
Manchester-by-the-Sea (in town)
Boston
Beverly
Peabody

Number of Manchester Resident Workers
772
373
260
123

Source: U.S. Census and DET (personal communication with Ed Kaznocha)

3.1.7

Business Zoning

The town of Manchester has two commercially zoned districts, the General District
(approximately 112 acres) and a Limited Commercial District (approximately 901 acres)10.
The General District is located in the central core downtown area intersected by several
major transportation corridors including Central, Bridge, School, Beach, Summer and Pine
streets, and the Boston and Maine Railroad Right of Way. The upper reaches of
Manchester Harbor also extend into this District. This district allows a wide variety of
uses, including retail, personal service, office, restaurant, horticultural, municipal and
residential. Large sections of this District are undergoing renovation and revitalization,
including the construction of some additional affordable housing. There is also a small
pocket of General District land on the eastern boundary of town, defined approximately by
Butler Road on the north and west, Raymond Road on the south and the town line on the
east. Magnolia Harbor and Gray Beach lie nearby to the south.
The Limited Commercial District comprises all but a small portion of the town north of
Route 128. This District is more restrictive, allowing only business and professional office
buildings, recreational club facilities and municipal uses as well as some scientific research
and light industry facilities by Special Permit. No residential uses are permitted and
commercial development guidelines are geared toward the protection of environmental and
aesthetic values.

10

Acreage calculations determined by GIS.
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3.1.8

Manchester’s Tax Base

The tax base in Manchester is primarily residential, with homeowners providing
approximately 94% of the tax revenues. Open space property is not taxed. Industrial and
commercial properties combined make up approximately 5% of the taxable property in
Manchester. Some towns in Massachusetts choose to apply a CIPP shift, allowing them to
place a higher tax burden upon commercial and industrial properties, thereby reducing the
residential tax burden. However in Manchester, there is no CIPP tax shift due largely to
the high percentage of residential property and the high burden this would place upon the
relatively few businesses in town while providing only minor relief to residential owners
(Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea. (http://www.manchester-by-the-sea.ma.us/) and personal
communication with Ginny Noyes, Town Assessor’s Department. 2/11/04). Table 15
shows projected tax revenues by land use class for fiscal year 2004.
Table 15. Town of Manchester FY 2004 Projected Revenues by Land Use Class

Class
1. Residential
2. Open Space
3. Commercial
4. Industrial
5. Personal
Property
Totals
Source:

3.1.9

Certified Full
and Fair Cash
Value
Assessments
1,725,994,993
0
84,821,242
5,758,000

Percentage Full Value
Shares of Total Tax
Levy
94.0%
0.0%
4.6%
0.3%

Tax Levy
12,530,723.65
0.00
615,802.22
41,803.08

19,132,295
1,835,706,530

1.0%
100%

138,900.46
13,327,229.41

Town of Manchester Assessor’s Department, assumes a Municipal Tax Rate of 7.26%

Growth Trends

Analysis of the statistics provided in this report reveals several notable growth trends in
Manchester, including:
1. There has been steady growth trend in the number of business establishments in
Manchester over last 15 years with 171 in 1985 growing to 233 in 2000, an average
annual increase of 2.1% (Figure 11). Although available commercial space is
limited within the community, these figures show the steady demand that has
focused local attention to improving access and circulation throughout the
downtown General District.
2. Average annual wages grew from $14,813 in 1985 to $37,077 in 2001 representing
an average annual increase of 5.9% over the 16 years period (Figure 12). It is
interesting to note that the average wage increase in the community has been
outpaced by the average annual increase in housing price (Table 3).
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3. Manchester’s unemployment rate declined steadily from its peak at 7.4% in March
of 1991 to a low point of 1.1% in August of 2000, before climbing again through
2002 and well into 2003. However, very recently unemployment rates have begun
to drop again, a phenomenon that is probably due in part to the improving national
economy. In 2003, Manchester was tied for the 56th lowest unemployment rate out
of 351 towns in the Commonwealth at 3.3%. This figure is significantly lower than
the state average of 5.3% (Massachusetts Division of Employment and Training;
Web address: (http://detma.org/LMIHome.htm) Analysis of Chart 2, Comparative
Monthly Unemployment Rates 2002-2003, shows that Manchester’s unemployment
rate has fluctuated but has been consistently lower than both state and national rates
for both 2002 and 2003.
3.2

Ongoing Economic Development Efforts in Manchester-by-the-Sea

The economic research and analysis performed for Manchester-by-the-Sea shows a healthy
municipal economy characterized by unemployment well below the national and state
averages and relatively stable levels of commercial growth. Although not large in scale,
this economy serves as a reliable core focused geographically toward the business center of
the community. Recognizing the need for maintaining a strong downtown presence within
the community, discussions of economic development have been focused not on
developing new businesses or business districts, but on enhancing the environment in the
existing core commercial area.
In 2002, the Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Transportation and Construction
awarded Manchester-by-the-Sea one million dollars to pursue plans to improve the
downtown district through the Public Works Economic Development (PWED) Program.
In response to this award, the Board of Selectmen appointed a Downtown Improvements
Project Committee to facilitate a public process in which design goals, issues of public
safety and general public concerns regarding the downtown area were heard over the
course of several meetings.
Under the EO418 project, public discussion continued through the use of surveys
developed by the Planning Board and through an Economic Development and Traffic
Forum held on February 24, 2004. From the standpoint of economic development, the
survey developed by the Planning Board focused on the types of existing businesses used
by residents, the degree to which residents are happy with commercial development trends,
and the types of new businesses residents would like to see in the community, any
perceived regulatory or physical barriers to healthy economic development.
Overall, the surveys indicated that residents and business owners have been satisfied with
development trends to date. Comments on several of the surveys did indicate that several
residents were dismayed at the loss of what they considered to be viable specialty retail
establishments in the downtown area. These shops will be replaced by the recently
approved Summer Street Comprehensive Permit development. With regard to challenges
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to economic development, surveys clearly pointed to pedestrian access and parking as the
leading obstacles within the General District.
3.3

Economic Goals Statement

In May 1988, the Manchester Planning Board began working on a Master Policy Plan. The
“Manchester Master Policy Plan” includes goals and objectives that are intended to provide
guidelines for decision-making by town boards and committees that would help to reduce
the financial and environmental burdens of unplanned growth. Additional goals were
adopted in principal in the year 1999 to address more specifically the downtown area and
the issue of growth management. These goals and objectives were used as the foundation
for a revised Economic Development Goals Statement developed for this report.
In Manchester-by-the-Sea, all planning efforts regarding economic development are
currently focused on the downtown General District. The economic data developed under
EO418 and the discussions at the Economic Development and Transportation Forum
served to strengthen this focus and to develop a strong goals statement. The reasons for
focusing on the downtown area include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

The tax base in Manchester-by-the-Sea is generated almost exclusively
on residential taxes, which further decreases any pressure to develop
large scale commercial facilities north of Route 128 in the Limited
Commercial District.
The PWED grant for Downtown Improvements provides considerable
financial momentum for implementing changes in this area.
The recent development of the Summer Street affordable housing
complex has drawn considerable attention to this area and increases the
need for access and infrastructure improvements.
Local zoning provisions for the residential areas surrounding the General
District allow for moderate “in house” office use and potentially expand
the need for enhanced amenities downtown.
The zoning provisions within the General District attract retail and
service related businesses, which will serve to create and retain middle to
low income jobs in the community.
The increased demand for beach access from out of town residents
provides an excellent source of revenue and job security on an annual
basis by increasing the pedestrian traffic through the downtown area.

In response to these economic opportunities and public input Manchester-by-the-Sea has
adopted the following economic development goals:
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GOALS

•
•
•

To enhance fiscal stability;
To work to make downtown more accessible and attractive, and support
the vitality of local businesses; and
To adopt policies that balance growth with the limitations of the Town’s
infrastructure and natural resources, and that respect its character and the
quality of life of its residents.

OBJECTIVES
•
To encourage long-range budgetary forecasting in all departments;
•
To streamline operations and eliminate waste and duplication in all areas
of administration;
•
To encourage the Planning Board to use the Capital Improvements Plan
as a basis for negotiating on subdivision waivers;
•
To encourage any and all fairly implemented tax revenue enhancements;
and
•
To encourage returning to the General Fund as much unspent monies as
possible at the end of any fiscal year.
3.4

Future Development Strategies

Based on the economic opportunities identified by Manchester-by-the-Sea, HW examined
potential future approaches to help accomplish the goals of the community. In a situation
where a local economy is strong, discussions of economic development tend more toward
enhancement or maintenance of existing conditions rather than toward the implementation
of recovery strategies or generating new revenues. Examining potential small-scale
improvements revealed that the Town has already provided several regulatory incentives
for economic growth by allowing for limited office use in residential districts as well as for
accessory structures that support home based business operations. Other resources that
have already been tapped by the community include the recently awarded one million
dollar PWED grant and the recent visit by Dan Burden, a nationally renowned expert in
issues of parking and pedestrian access.
Continuing the focus on the downtown area HW developed a list of potential strategies and
resources:
1. Consider expanding allowable commercial uses in residential areas surrounding the
commercial core.
2. Install informational kiosks during the Downtown Improvements Project that
provide a map of local businesses for tourists.
3. Expand the existing municipal website to include links for local businesses and
beaches.
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4. Create seasonal events to showcase local or regional artisans or restaurants.
5. Develop a cohesive system of walkways and signage that maximizes the exposure
of businesses in the downtown district
6. Encourage the Town to adopt stricter parking regulations to encourage turn over in
the downtown parking area.
It is difficult to predict the effect of the upcoming Downtown Improvements on local
employment rates and job generation. Some of the effects will be direct and will include
new businesses opening in this district. Other effects will be more indirect including an
increase in “home office” use in the surrounding neighborhoods. Regardless of how the
growth takes place, the enhanced access for automotive, bicycle and pedestrian traffic will
make the existing downtown General District a more viable location for small-scale
commercial operations. The architecture and scale of the existing buildings in this area has
fostered a pattern of retail and service development that is expected to continue. These
patterns in growth “style”, coupled with the trends depicted in Figure 11 (Number of
Business Establishments in Manchester-by-the-Sea) and national economic data, suggest
that Manchester could expect to see a significant increase in the number of businesses
established in the next five years. It is reasonable to expect approximately eight smallscale retail or service oriented establishments employing between five to twenty individuals
depending on the particular use at incomes in the low to middle range. Overall, combined
with an expected increase in home office use and seasonal demands, improvements to the
downtown area can be expected to generate approximately 80 to 100 jobs in the
community.
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4. Transportation Element

4.0

TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT

One of the most critical planning concerns that affects a community’s quality of life and its
economic vitality is its transportation system. As with most small towns, Manchester-bythe-Sea’s transportation system consists of the community’s connection to the regional
roadways, its local circulation network and, in its business or village centers, parking and
pedestrian accessibility. In the downtown area, which is the focus of this specific
transportation planning effect, circulation, parking and safe pedestrian access were the
primary focus of the transportation element developed for the Community Development
Plan.
4.1

Inventory of Existing Conditions

In order to identify or clarify problems with the transportation system, an evaluation of
existing conditions was conducted. This review consisted of site visits, discussions with
local officials, a review of results from a survey developed by the Planning Board, and
general research and analysis. The following subsections present information on the
physical and operational characteristics of the downtown transportation system.
4.1.1

Roadway Network

Route 127 winds through the downtown area of Manchester-by-the-Sea. It is a two-lane
State numbered highway connecting Manchester-by-the-Sea with Beverly and points west
and with Gloucester to the east. Within the downtown area, which is the focus of this
analysis, Route 127 is under local jurisdiction.
The roadway width varies from sections that are approximately 24-26 feet with no parking,
to sections that accommodate on-street parking on one or both sides of the street. Traffic
control is in the form of STOP signs placed on the minor street approaches to Route 127.
These include Pine Street, Elm Street, Church Street, School Street, Bennett Street,
Washington Street and Beach Street. There are also a number of driveways that connect
with Route 127, providing access to residential and commercial properties. Figure 13
illustrates the general traffic circulation network in the study area and traffic flow data
developed for specific streets by the local Biker and Pedestrian Committee.
Sidewalks are provided along both sides of Route 127. The condition of the sidewalk
varies. Many sections are four feet in width, which is generally below current design
practices of five to six feet minimum width. Most corners do not include ramps that are
ADA compliant. The surface itself is in excellent condition as the major portion of the
downtown street system has recently been resurfaced.
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Figure 13. Traffic Flow Schematic Diagram with Associated Flow Volumes
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A number of crosswalks exist within downtown. In general, the crosswalks are marked by
paint, which was somewhat faded at the time of the initial field reconnaissance. After the
recent resurfacing project being conducted at the time of reconnaissance, new markings
will be installed. Regarding roadway alignment and curbside parking, visibility of several
of the crossings and the pedestrians entering the crosswalks is constrained. At two of the
designated crossing areas (at School Street and Union/Beach), the crossings are
characterized by wide areas of excessive pavement, which force pedestrians to make long
crossings in areas with potentially heavy traffic.
There are five key intersections located in the downtown area. These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Pine Street at Central Street and Bennett Street;
Central Street at Union Street and School Street;
Union Street at Beach Street;
Beach Street at Summer Street; and
Summer Street at Washington Street and Sea Street.
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Pine Street at Central Street and Bennett Street is located on the west side of the downtown
area. It is an unsignalized intersection with single lane approaches. The intersection
movements are controlled by STOP signs for the Pine Street and Bennett Street
approaches. The intersection is essentially a 'T' type intersection with Bennett Street (a
minor street) intersecting the stem of the ‘T’ (i.e. Pine Street) within 25 feet of Central
Street. A gas station is located in the southwestern quadrant of the intersection with
undefined or poorly defined curb cuts onto both Pine Street and Bennett Street. While a
crosswalk exists across Pine Street, the crossing is long and difficult with high volumes and
consistent flows of traffic moving to and from Central Street.
The intersection of Central Street with Union Street and School Street is a ‘T’ type
intersection located opposite Town Hall. It is STOP controlled on the School Street
approach. With the alignment of Central Street and Union Street and width of the
pavement area, it is another intersection that includes a long, somewhat difficult pedestrian
crossing. On-street parking occurs in the intersection and coupled with buildings in close
proximity to the roadway, causes visibility to be limited, particularly with respect to
pedestrians leaving the sidewalk.
The Union Street at Beach Street layout is similar to a ‘T’ type intersection but functions
with the southern leg and eastern leg (Beach Street) designated as the major street and the
northern leg (i.e. one-way southbound section of Union Street) under STOP control. The
one-way portion of Union Street enters the intersection at a skewed angle, which
encourages yield type operations rather than STOP control. The intersection area is
expansive and again, curbside parking tends to occur along the edges of the intersection.
Motorists entering the intersection from the north on Union Street are faced with an unclear
right of way.
Beach Street at Summer Street is a standard ‘T’ type intersection configuration with the
exception that the STOP control is on the northbound Beach Street approach rather than the
Summer Street approach one would expect. Crosswalks exist on the southern leg and the
Summer Street leg of the intersection with handicap ramps. The crosswalk on Beach Street
is approximately 10 feet south of the intersection, which results in a STOP location for
vehicles at least 15 feet from the intersection. With the vegetation and parking that occurs
in the adjacent lot, the location of the STOP bar affects the visibility of the motorist. The
post office is located in this location, directly opposite Summer Street. Other commercial
establishments also exist with driveways within close proximity of the intersection.
The Summer Street at Washington Street and Sea Street intersection is located on the
northeastern point of the downtown area. It is actually two separate intersections: Summer
Street at Washington Street and Summer Street at Sea Street. Under current conditions,
however, the closeness of the intersections and openness of the geometry result in conflicts
and less than desirable conditions. The large radii corners and wide pavement sections at
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the mouth of the intersections make pedestrian crossings difficult. Motorist visibility in
relation to Sea Street to and from the north is significantly constrained.
4.1.2

Commuter Rail Station

A commuter rail station is located in the downtown area off of Summer Street. The
community is served by the Rockport Line, which continues east of town towards
Gloucester. The location of the station is in many ways advantageous given the large
number of existing residences in relatively close proximity to the station. Future residential
growth is also occurring in the downtown in close proximity to the station. However, its
accessibility for both pedestrians as well as vehicles is less than optimal. Access for
vehicles is via a shared driveway from Beach Street through a parking lot shared by rail
patrons, users of the community center building and the commercial uses on the east side of
the parcel. Rail patrons walking to and from the station from the west must either cross
Summer Street or get to Beach Street and then walk through the parking lot. There are
several locations where wooden timber walkways exist between the inbound and outbound
sides of the station that allow people to cross the tracks. However, the paths to get to the
Station are less than clear or direct. The area for vehicles to circulate and drop rail patrons
off is limited and not designated to facilitate this pattern.
4.1.3

Traffic Volumes

Traffic volume data were collected by the local Biker and Pedestrian Committee on the
study area roadways during late 2003 and early 2004. Table 15 summarizes the traffic
data.
Table 16. Summary of Observed Traffic Volumes (number of trips)

Location
Union Street near library

Average
Weekday

AM peak

% of
24 Hr

PM Peak

% of
24 Hr

9,840

780

7.9

880

8.9

3,310

200

6.0

320

9.7

4,160

370

8.9

410

9.9

Summer Street east of
Beach Street
Washington Street

Source: Based on traffic counts collected by Town’s Biker and Pedestrian Committee, December 2003/January 2004
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According to the locally generated traffic data, Union Street carries almost 10,000 daily
vehicles, which, when considering the curbside parking, intersecting streets and pedestrian
movement, creates congested, sluggish movement for a number of hours during the course
of the day. These conditions were confirmed by several members of the general public
through the traffic surveys and the discussions at the Traffic and Economic Development
Forum. Based on discussions with officials, conditions worsen during the summer.
Figures 14 and 15 illustrate the average hourly variation of traffic over the course of the
day on Union Street and Summer Street.
As can be seen in the charts, the two-way segment of Union Street volume rises to a peak
in the late morning and maintains relatively steady flow until the late afternoon. This
generally occurs in both directions. The Summer Street data show much more volume in
the eastbound direction, which would be expected as Route 127 eastbound traffic uses this
section of roadway but westbound traffic is diverted to Washington Street.

Figure 14. Hourly Traffic Volume Variation for Union Street
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Figure 15. Hourly Traffic Volume Variation for Summer Street
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4.1.4

Accident Experience

Available accident data for the most recent three-year period available from Mass Highway
data file were reviewed. Figure 16 shows the number of accidents reported at the study
area intersections from 1999 to 2001 on the traffic flow schematic diagram. The
intersection of Summer Street with Sea Street exhibited the highest number of accidents
(11) over the three-year period, or an average of 3.7 per year.
The accident data reviewed did not reveal what would be considered “major” historical
accident frequency when compared with the typical five crashes per year average.
However, the 11 accidents at the Summer Street/Washington Street intersection did warrant
further analysis in the form of a calculated crash rate. Over the past several years, crash
rates have become more commonly used in Massachusetts if volume data are adequately
available. The crash rate represents the number of accidents that occur, but also considers
the number of vehicles passing through the intersection. Accordingly, it provides another
measure of the accident experience at a location. The rates can be compared to the State
and MHD District’s averages. Locations with rates above the MHD District’s average may
be of concern and could require further study. A higher crash rate would indicate a greater
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number of accidents than expected may be occurring. For locations with low volumes, the
calculation may be skewed and must be examined with condition.

Figure 16. Number of Accidents Reported at Selected Intersections in the Study
Area
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The current average crash rate for unsignalized intersections in Manchester-by-the-Sea’s
district (District 4) is 0.63 accidents per million entering vehicles (ACC/MEV). The
calculated crash rate for the Summer Street/Washington Street intersection was 1.23
ACC/MEV, which indicates there is reason to be particularly concerned with motorist and
pedestrian safety at this location.
In reviewing the physical and operational conditions of this intersection, there are several
areas of concern. The intersection has large corner radii on every corner that results in a
more wide-open intersection with higher turning speeds than are desirable. Visibility is
limited, particularly with respect to Sea Street. The openness affects the placement of the
STOP signs. The grades of the streets along with the openness affect the visibility as well.
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4.1.5

Access to Local Business Community

As indicated above, the downtown area includes a number of businesses, many of which
front Union Street. Depending on the time of day, traffic flow along the major route can be
relatively slow as local traffic mixes with through traffic, on-street parking maneuvers
occur and pedestrians cross the street. Through discussions with local officials and results
of public forums and surveys, parking availability appears to be the most critical need for
the businesses.
Parking, or lack thereof, is one of the major concerns of the business community as well as
the community officials as there is a very limited number of public off-street spaces. In
many locations in which curbside parking occurs (legal and illegal), traffic movement as
well as pedestrian safety is negatively affected. Parking that occurs in the public parking
area behind Town Hall is not as effective as it could be since there is no pedestrian
connection to the Beach Street business area.
4.2

Summary of Existing Conditions

Based on the review of data, field observations and discussions with various Town officials
and members of the Community, an overall assessment of the transportation system in the
downtown area of Manchester-by-the-Sea was developed.
The available roadway capacity in downtown Manchester as Route 127 is only a two-lane
roadway through the center with on-street parking in a number of locations. The capacity
through downtown cannot be increased. At times, particularly during the summer, traffic
volumes increase and the flow within downtown becomes sluggish. Parking system
constraints in terms of supply and guidance to motorists affect the movement of vehicles as
well. Figure 17 graphically highlights problems and issues pertaining to the transportation
system. This figure was developed pursuant to the amended scope of work as a draft of
existing problems to be considered by Town agencies.
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Figure 17

The following list highlights the major findings from our evaluation:
1. There are several intersections with wide expanses of paved areas that
negatively affect the guidance or desired path of vehicles as well as pedestrian
crossings. These include the Union Street intersection with School Street;
Union Street with Beach Street, Summer Street at Washington Street and at Sea
Street; and Pine Street at Central Street and Bennett Street.
2. Several street sections are relatively narrow and have difficulty in
accommodating two-way travel and curbside parking on one or both sides (i.e.
Summer Street).
3. Visibility issues exist at several locations with respect to vehicle movement due
to geometry, alignment or curbside parking. This condition is particularly
noticeable at the Central Street intersection with School Street and Summer
Street at Sea Street.
4. Parking (public or private) supply is seriously constrained in the downtown area
with conditions exacerbated by beach demands during the summer, the
commuter rail system, poor guidance given to motorists and inadequate
pedestrian connections from off-street lots to the street.
5. Sidewalks are in less than desirable condition in terms of width and ADA
compliance.
6. The visibility for both automobiles and pedestrians at several intersections is
limited. The length of pedestrian crossings at these intersections is often
excessive.
4.3

Future Conditions

While downtown business activity has fluctuated over the years, it remains an active center.
Growth in residential population is expected in the Town with some of it occurring in the
downtown area as described below.
4.3.1

10-12 Summer Street 40B Project

There is a residential (40B) project to be located at 10-12 Summer Street. The project will
provide for 18 new units of housing, and a small increase in the square footage of
commercial spaces. There are 21 existing housing units and 2,800 square feet of
commercial use. Access will be via two driveways off Summer Street with 58 parking
spaces in total. Issues raised during the review process included adequacy of parking,
supply sight distances at the driveways and pedestrian impacts. A study completed for the
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project projected 8 to 10 new vehicle trips to be generated during the peak hours (Meridian
Associates, 2003). Analysis of the driveway conditions indicated that vehicles would be
able to enter and exit efficiently and that sight distances could be attained.
As part of that study, it was recommended that the proponent do the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Monitor on-site parking and use a sticker program;
Implement visitor parking program;
Restrict left turn exiting from secondary site drive;
Use signage to guide site traffic to the intended primary driveway; and
Possibly install on as temporary basis a mid-block pedestrian
crossing on Summer Street

Based on a review of that study, we concur that it is likely to be a relatively low generator
of traffic but it is critical to ensure adequate pedestrian connections to Summer Street. The
project provides an opportunity to improve the sidewalk on Summer Street along its
frontage. The recommended “temporary” midblock crossing on Summer Street should be
made permanent and highly visible. Discussions with local safety officials indicated that
the mid-block crossing should be moved westward approximately 100-feet to avoid conflict
with existing commercial access and egress. It should be coordinated with designating an
appropriate path to the commuter rail station.
4.4

Currently Planned Improvements

Over the years, the community has been active in its transportation planning. The 2000
Master Plan outlined a number of goals and objectives relative to this issue and the
community was awarded a Public Works Economic Development grant to begin a major
streetscape and enhancement project along Beach Street. Key public improvements
developed conceptually at this stage for the downtown area include:
•

Improve the rear area of the Town Hall parking lot that is anticipated to provide
an estimated 60-80 clearly marked parking spaces.

•

Streetscape and enhancement project along Beach Street and Summer Street in
the downtown including a midblock crossing on Summer Street.

In addition, the desirability of a pedestrian connection between the Town Hall and Beach
Street has been discussed in past planning efforts and confirmed during discussions at the
Economic Development and Traffic Forum. The improved parking supply will not be fully
effective without improved pedestrian connections to the downtown area.
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4.5

Recommended Transportation Improvements

Given the problems and issues identified during the initial tasks and the goals of the
community, a set of improvement actions were developed. In doing so, a range of options
were initially listed for each particular problem. In addition, input was received from the
community via public meetings, the Town conducted survey and discussions with various
local officials. Table 16 lists various problems/issues along with alternative methods for
addressing each issue.
In determining the final set of recommendations, consideration was given to the following
general factors:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The location/nature of the problem;
The action’s effect on vehicular safety;
The action’s effect on pedestrian safety;
Right-of-way geometry and width;
Consistency with other local goals; and
Current state-of-the-art practice.

Specific design criteria that were considered during the development of these
recommendations are listed below. As some of these criteria often compete wthin the
context of individual sites, not every criteria was successfully incorporated into each
conceptual design.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decrease the length of pedestrian crossing to the greatest extent possible;
Remove crosswalks from areas with hazardous sight lines;
Preserve parking where possible;
Maintain curb radii that facilitate passage of emergency vehicles;
Increase the visibility of established curbing;
Increase the visibility of crosswalk treatments and traffic lane delineation;
Use appropriate and highly visible signage to direct pedestrian flow and
alert drives to pedestrian crossing;
Facilitate pedestrian access to establish commercial areas; and
Use tighter curb radii to slow traffic wherever practicable.

The recommended actions are summarized in Table 16 with many of these suggestions
depicted in Figure 18. Proposed improvements have also been described in more detail
below.
4.5.1

Parking

Parking, or the lack thereof, creates a number of problems that affect the general
accessibility of the downtown, traffic circulation and the desirability of the downtown area.
While the parking supply must be adequate, it must also be perceived as easy to find and
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use. The rear of the Town Hall lot is currently planned to be improved into a more
attractive parking area. Estimates indicate the improvement will provide for approximately
60-80 parking spaces. This is an important action that should be pursued.
It will be essential to provide an effective, safe pedestrian connection between the parking
lot and the street. An improved walkway should be provided to Union Street and a new
pedestrian connection to Beach Street. The Beach Street connection is important to the
businesses in that area, but it will require working with either property owners or the
federal government (i.e. post office) to achieve. One solution is to have a passageway that
runs along the property edge between the Town's treatment plant and the Lodge and
connect to the small private shop area that fronts Beach Street (Figure 18). Improvements
to guide signage related to the public parking availability, as well as internal signs for the
pedestrian connection, are also recommended.
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TABLE 17
SUMMARY OF TRANSPORTATION
ISSUES/POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
Location

Problem/Issues

Options

Pine/Bennett/Central

• poor definition
• driver confusion
• undefined driveway to commercial
property
• lacks guidance to motorist

•
•
•
•

Central/Union/School

• difficult pedestrian crossing
• visibility limited for motorists exiting
School Street

• reduce pavement area
• install high visibility pedestrian
crossing

Union/Washington

• difficult pedestrian crossing

• reduce pavement area
• install high visibility pedestrian
crossing

Union/Summer/Beach

• limited control
• difficult pedestrian crossing

• all-way STOP
• improve crosswalk

Summer/Sea

•
•
•
•

• tighten geometry
• enhance xing visibility

Commuter Rail

• limited parking supply
• poor vehicular drop-off layout
• less than desirable pedestrian access

• improve signage
• improve pedestrian crossings over tracks
• construct walkway from Beach to
station
• create efficient vehicular drop-off in
lot and possibly on Summer Street

Business Access

• parking supply
• pedestrian accessibility

• define a path from Summer Street to station

Parking

• limited off-street supply
• poor pedestrian connection between
off-street supply and street
• some curbside spaces creating
safety problems

• create pedestrian connection
between Town Hall and Beach Street

Pedestrians

• most of downtown sidewalk is less than
desirable width and not in full ADA
compliance

• widen sidewalks
• construct HP ramps that meet
standards
• alternative surface treatment

poor visibility
wide radius corner
high vehicle speeds
difficult pedestrian crossing

new curbing
make Bennett one-way southbound
better signage
improve crosswalk

--Tighten intersection and shorten curb radii
with curb extensions
--Narrow opening of Sea Street
--Install alternative surface for crosswalks
--Install flush median running from Summer
Street to Washington Street.

EE T

ES

--Extend curb lines on both the east and west
corners.
--Eliminate parking spaces within the intersection
--Install a paver or treated surface crosswalk.
--Install flush centerline median on Pine Street
--Extend curb on east side into the street
and improve definition of curbs.
--Consider flashing beacon at the Pine Street
approach.
E
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STR
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--Extend curb line on Beach Street into the
intersection
--Modify the alignment of Union Street to increase
the angle of entry from the north
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--Establish pedestrian access from
municipal parking lot to Beach
Street business area
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--Install crosswalk and signage for safe
crossing and direction to MBTA stop.
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--Install ALL WAY STOP control
--Install alternative surface treatment throughout
the intersection
--Adjust location of crosswalk
--Eliminate parking in the intersection
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Figure 18

The addition of the off-street parking areas will make up for the loss of several on-street
spaces that will need to be removed in order to enhance visibility and pedestrian movement
at the three key intersections in the downtown area. Several parking spaces are likely to be
eliminated in the Central/School and Summer/Beach intersections.
4.5.2

Pedestrian Movement and Safety

To enhance pedestrian movement and increase accessibility, improved connections/paths
are recommended for the following locations:
•
•

•

Between the expanded Town Hall parking lot and Union Street by
ensuring a continuous sidewalk that is handicap accessible;
A new connection between the parking lot and Beach Street. A
possible location is along the property line of the Town's treatment
plant connecting to a private ship complex and its sidewalk; and
A mid-block crossing on Summer Street location could be
coordinated with the pathway to the train station.

In general, the sidewalks within the entire downtown area should be reconstructed over
time to improve physical condition, and appearance and to be fully compliant with ADA
design guidelines. The pedestrian crossings at the key downtown intersections or midblock locations are recommended to be improved through the following measures:
•
•
•
4.5.3

Use of alternative surface treatment or brick pavers;
Curb extensions to reduce length of crossing; and
Appropriate markings and signage

Traffic Flow/Intersection Treatment

A number of actions are recommended to improve vehicular traffic flow and safety. The
proposed actions also relate to and overlap with several of the options discussed above.
Each intersection is listed separately below and conceptual sketches are shown in Figures
19 through 23 at the end of this section.
Pine Street at Central Street and Bennett Street
The following actions are intended to reduce the pavement width and pedestrian crossing,
and control movement in and out of both the gas station and Bennett Street. Visibility will
also be enhanced:
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•

•
•
•

Install a flush center median with alternative surface treatment (i.e. cobblestone) on
the Pine Street approach to Central Street that will provide improved guidance for
vehicles maneuvering through the intersection;
Extend the curb on the east side of intersection to reduce pavement width and
pedestrian crossing distance;
Improve the definition of the curbs and driveways in the immediate area of the
intersection; and
Consider the installation of a flashing beacon that would better highlight the
intersection, increase visibility and enhance traffic control and safety.

Central Street at Union Street and School Street
These actions are intended to improve visibility and safety for pedestrians:
•
•
•
•

Extend curbline from School Street to Central Street (eastern corner);
Extend curbline along Union Street onto School Street (western corner);
Install alternative surface crosswalk (i.e. brick like pavers); and
Eliminate several parking spaces that encroach in the intersection.

Union Street at Beach Street
These actions are intended to reduce pavement area, reduce the pedestrian crossing and
better control the traffic on Union Street from the north:
•
•

Extend northerly curbline on Beach Street; and
Modify the alignment of the northerly leg of Union Street to attempt to increase
the intersection angle (although it likely remain less than 90 degrees).

Beach Street at Summer Street
The following actions are intended to improve safety, better control the movement of
vehicular traffic and facilitate pedestrian movement:
•
•
•
•

Install ALL WAY Stop control;
Install alternative surface treatment for the intersection as a whole;
Adjust location of crosswalk; and
Eliminate the parking space in the intersection
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Summer Street at Washington Street and Sea Street
The following actions are intended to improve safety, better control the movement of
vehicular traffic and facilitate pedestrian movement:
•
•
•
•

Tighten intersection and shorten corner radii;
Narrow pavement opening of Sea Street;
Install alternative surface for crosswalks; and
Install flush median on Summer Street at Washington Street.
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5. Final Development Plan

5.0

FINAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

The purpose of this final section is to compile all of the proposed land use and zoning
changes into a single map to ensure that the different components function well together
and to provide opportunity for the community to comment on the collective planning
exercise. The Community Development Committee, consisting of representatives from the
Conservation Commission, the Planning Board, the Department of Public Works, and the
Manchester Housing Authority, met at a public meeting to discuss a draft final Community
Development Map (Map 6A, not included in the report). Discussion at the meeting focused
on the rationale behind specific policy recommendations and the format in which the
information would appear on the final map.
The final map demonstrates that different recommendations within the plan would be
implemented at different scales. Some recommendations would potentially be
implemented across wide areas and many zoning districts, while other would be focused
primarily in the downtown General District.
5.1

Recommendations on a Broad Geographic Scale
1. The areas of conservation interest identified through the conservation workshop
cover a broad geographic extent across the northerly sections of Town. Marginal
lands on both the eastern and western edges of town, as well as existing golf course
land and areas with documented endangered species were each identified and
appear as hatched overlays on the full-scale portion of the final map.
2. Inclusionary housing measures that would require a portion of subdivisions to be
developed as affordable could take place in several residentially zoned districts in
different areas of town. A zoning locus was therefore provided to help locate
residential areas on the large-scale land use map included on the final plan.

5.2

Recommendations Focused on the Downtown Area
1. One of the potential inclusionary strategies identified in the report would require a
portion of multi-unit structures allowed by right in the General District to be
developed as affordable to households of middle to low income. Although a small
outlying General District exists on Route 127 on the eastern border of Manchesterby-the-Sea, actual implementation of these provisions would most likely take place
in the downtown area.
2. Economic development strategies were focused on enhancing access to local
businesses in the downtown area through improving physical access, improving
visual access through signage and kiosks, providing increased marketing
opportunities through the Internet and regional events, and enforcing stricter
parking regulations. All of these potential implementation strategies were tailored
for the downtown area, which is presented on an aerial photograph on the final plan.
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3. Traffic improvements were focused on the downtown corridor and complemented
the economic development strategies with a more detailed look at circulation within
five separate intersections and between the municipal parking areas and local
businesses. These improvements are located on the final plan by connecting text
boxes to the areas targeted for improvement. Photographs of traffic enhancements
were provided on the plan to enable people to better visualize the recommendations
identified by the consultant.
The Town of Manchester-by-the-Sea provided a significant level of opportunity for public
input toward developing the Community Development Plan and invested a substantial
amount of thought and discussion in each step of the planning process. The
recommendations provided in the plan will serve as the foundation for continued, and more
pointed discussions of potential actions to be taken by the Planning Board, the Department
of Public Works, Manchester Housing Authority, and the Conservation Commission.
These efforts will continue over the next several months and with the goal of guiding the
elements of the Community Development Plan toward eventual action items for the
betterment of the community.
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POTENTIAL IMPLEMENTATION MEASURES FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING*
1. Consider requiring a percentage of newly developed subdivisions to be
subsidized affordable housing.
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